WHAT IS AN AIAS-COFUND FELLOWSHIP?
An AIAS-COFUND fellowship is a Marie Curie fellowship for both junior and senior researchers anchored at Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies, Aarhus University. It is open to all domains of research and is entirely bottom-up.

WHY AN AIAS FELLOW?
As an AIAS-COFUND fellow you are given freedom and independence to pursue your own research interests and develop your career in an inspiring multidisciplinary and international environment. A competitive salary, travel expenses and research costs are provided.

AIAS-COFUND FELLOWSHIPS
AARHUS INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED STUDIES

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
AIAS is pleased to announce that up to 25 AIAS-COFUND fellowships are available for talented researchers.

WHAT CAN AN AIAS-COFUND FELLOWSHIP?
Talented researchers with at least 2 years of research experience after completion of PhD. Applicants can choose research topic freely within all academic disciplines. Mobility is the key requirement for applicants, and the call has a global reach.

WHO CAN APPLY?
As an AIAS-COFUND fellow you are given freedom and independence to pursue your own research interests and develop your career in an inspiring multidisciplinary and international environment. A competitive salary, travel expenses and research costs are provided.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
21 MARCH 2014
AT 12:00 (NOON) CEST

COMMENCEMENT DATE:
1 OCTOBER 2014 OR
1 FEBRUARY 2015

HOW TO APPLY?
Read more about the Institute and get detailed information on the call, the guidelines and the online application process here: www.aias.au.dk